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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss our approach and algo-
rithmic framework for solving large-scale security constrained
optimal power flow (SCOPF) problems. SCOPF is a mixed
integer non-convex optimization problem that aims to obtain the
minimum dispatch cost while maintaining the system N-1 secure.
Finding a feasible solution for this problem over large networks
is challenging and this paper presents contingency selection,
approximation methods, and decomposition techniques to address
this challenge in a short period of time. The performance of
the proposed methods are verified through large-scale synthetic
and actual power networks in the Grid Optimization (GO)
competition organized by the U.S. Advanced Research Projects
Agency-Energy (ARPA-E). As many prior works focus on small-
scale systems and are not benchmarked using validated, publicly
available datasets, we aim to present a practical solution to
SCOPF that has been proven to achieve good performance on
realistically sized (30,000 buses) networks.
Index Terms—Security-constrained optimal power flow, Opti-
mization decomposition, High performance computing
NOMENCLATURE
Constants and parameters
g¯k Base-case apparent rating of line/transformer out of
service in contingency k
p¯k Base-case real power upper bound of generator out of
service in contingency k
Kˆ Number of contingencies in reduced contingency set
p˜k Last-known operating point of real power for genera-
tor out of service in contingency k
p˜k,d Last-known operating point of real power flow from
destination of branch out of service in contingency k
p˜k,o Last-known operating point of real power flow from
origin of branch out of service in contingency k
q˜k Last-known operating point of reactive power for of
generator out of service in contingency k
q˜k,d Last-known operating point of reactive power flow
from destination of branch out of service in contin-
gency k
q˜k,o Last-known operating point of reactive power flow
from origin of branch out of service in contingency k
x˜k Last-known operating point of the network
K Number of contingencies
nsk Number of slack variables per index k
nxk Number of primary decision variables in the base case
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Functions
cˆk(·) Trimmed version of ck(·) with variables appearing in
DC power balance only
fˆk(·) DC power balance equations with implicit power
flows
hˆk(·) Relaxed version of ~k· with only real power genera-
tion and its adjustment
Sˆk Trimmed version of Sk with variables appearing in
DC power balance only
sˆk Trimmed version of sk with variables appearing in DC
power balance only
Xˆk Trimmed version of Xk with variables appearing in
DC power balance only
xˆk Trimmed version of xk with variables appearing in
DC power balance only
~(·) Linear inner approximation of hk(·)
ck(·) Objective function per index k
fk(·) Power balance equations with implicit power flows
per index k
gk(·) Line/transformer rating constraint with implicit power
flows per index k
hk(·) Generator PV/PQ switching response equations per
index k
Sets and indices
` Iteration of Bender’s algorithm
Kˆ Reduced contingency set
kˆ Index for reduced contingency set
K Contingency set
Sk Rectangular feasible region in Rnsk for slack decision
variables sk
Xk Rectangular feasible region in Rnxk for primary de-
cision variables xk
k Contingency index, k = 0 denotes base case
Computed quantities
x˘k Values for primary decision vector xk that yield the
worst-case cost
rankk Rank of a contingency k indicating its importance in
optimization
c∗ Feasible score
cscore Network score
cslack worst-case cost (worst score)
x∗k Computed values for primary decision vector xk
Decision variables
∆k Generator real power adjustment for contingency k
sk Slack variables per index k
sf+k , Slack for positive violation of power flow constraints
per index k
sf−k , Slack for negative violation of power flow constraints
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2per index k
sgk Slack for violation of line/transformer rating per index
k
x∆ Portion of decision vector x pertaining to generators’
real power adjustment
xp Portion of decision vector x pertaining to generators’
real power
xq Portion of decision vector x pertaining to generators’
reactive power
xv Portion of decision vector x pertaining to generators’
voltages
xk Primary decision variables
yk New decision variable introduced per index k for
Bender’s decomposition
I. INTRODUCTION
The security constrained optimal power flow (SCOPF)
problem seeks to achieve economically optimal steady-state
setpoints for power system controllers to operate under normal
operation and during contingencies, e.g., loss of a generator,
transformer, or transmission line. This extends the traditional
optimal power flow (OPF) problem to adhere to the N-1
security criteria. Put differently, this problem ensures equity of
load and generation while conforming to network constraints
(e.g. voltage and generation limits) in the event of a single
element failure (e.g., line, generator, or transformer).
This paper discusses our optimization framework which
solves the SCOPF problems using the formulation and grid
configurations developed by the Department of Energy’s the
Advanced Research Projects Agency- Energy (ARPA-E) as
part of the Grid Optimization (GO) competition. Our proposed
solution was ranked as one of the top performing solutions in
the competition on large-scale, realistic networks (up to 30,000
buses), and was ranked second-place on actual industry power
networks. In this paper we discuss how these results were
achieved and present the performance of different solutions
that we examined and tested as part of our participation in the
GO competition.
The SCOPF problem formulations follows that of a two-
stage non-convex stochastic optimization problem where the
stochasticity is, in essence, deterministically represented by
equally probable scenarios, see e.g., [1]. In this setup, the first
stage formulation, also known as the preventive stage, is as-
sociated with normal operation of the power grid. The second
stage, also known as the corrective stage represents operation
under contingencies. The two main bottle-necks in solving
the SCOPF problem are (i) the non-convexity of the power
flow equations and (ii) the computational complexity arising
from contingency inclusion posed as second-stage constraints
coupled with first-stage normal operation constraints.
Addressing these two challenges have been vastly studied
in the literature. To cope with the non-convexity challenge,
researchers have studied a wide-rage of convex modifications
of the power flow equations, e.g., the linear program (LP)
in [2], the second order cone program in [3], and the semidef-
inite program in [4]. To address the computational complexity
issue, researchers have proposed contingency filtering and
screening to reduce the set of considered contingencies. These
techniques aim to find the most critical failures based on
their impact on the system dispatch, e.g. [5], [6]. To further
relieve the computational burden arising from contingency
constraints, decomposition techniques such as Benders [7], [8],
Lagrangian methods [9], [10], and consensus-based methods
[11] are suggested in the literature. Prior methods struggle to
solve the comprehensive SCOPF formulation (implemented in
the industry software that is used by power grid operators)
and often make simplifying assumptions to make the original
problem tractable. Translating theoretical methodologies to
industry requirements is, however, not straightforward. In this
paper we use the ARPA-E GO competition’s formulation and
data-sets which are adopted from realistic formulation used by
major Independent System Operators (ISOs).
For instance, in a real-time setting, the preventive stage of
the SCOPF must produce a feasible base-case solution for
networks with as many as 30,000 buses under 10 minutes [12].
In such a time-restricted setting, feasibility must be prioritized
over optimality. Furthermore, to examine the quality of the
preventive solution, tens of thousands of contingencies need
to be considered and solved in the second stage of the
SCOPF problem. Hence a comparison between optimality and
feasibility is also necessary for corrective decisions.
In this paper we propose computationally efficient solutions
for ultra large-scale power grids. To this end, we will present
two contingency selection procedures, three formulation ap-
proximations combined with algorithmic decomposition that
we used for handling many equations and variables associated
with large-scale SCOPF problem. Implementing various com-
binations of these techniques yield twelve distinct approaches.
Impartial comparisons between these algorithms based on the
trade-off between their optimality and time efficiency guided
our top-performing solution approach. We highlight here that
although our methods are discussed in the context of solving
ARPA-E GO’s formulation [13], they can be adopted to solve
similar representations of the SCOPF problem. This formula-
tion follows the standard industry practice and is comprised
of preventive or pre-contingency (hereafter named code 1) and
post-contingency corrective actions (hereafter named code 2).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
mathematical formulation of the SCOPF problem–inspired by
the GO competition—is presented. Submission of the solutions
and their evaluation are also briefly outlined. Our proposed
solutions are detailed in Sections III and IV followed by
discussions on their implementation in Section V. Computa-
tional results are detailed in Section VI. Finally, section VII
concludes this paper.
II. SCOPF FORMULATION AND EVALUATION
A. Problem formulation
We give a high level description of the SCOPF problem as
presented by the ARPA-E GO competition formulation [13].
The problem comprises a base case denoted by the index
k = 0 and a number of K contingency cases denoted
by indices k in the contingency set K = {1, . . . ,K}. A
contingency refers to an outage of one component from the
set of generators, transmission lines, and transformers that are
online in the base case. Primary decision variables include
3voltage magnitudes, voltage angles, real and reactive power
injections from generators and controllable shunt susceptances.
For contingencies k ∈ K, an additional post-contingency real
power adjustment variable ∆k is also included in the primary
decision vector. Let us denote the number of primary decision
variables in the base and contingency cases by nxk and collect
the primary variables in vectors xk ∈ Rnxk for k = {0} ∪ K.
Slack decision variables are introduced in the comprehen-
sive SCOPF formulation [13] to allow for soft constraints;
i.e., those constraints that may have violations. These slack
variables are penalized in the objective of the problem. Slack
variables are denoted by sk ∈ Rnsk where nsk denotes the
number of slack variables for k = {0} ∪ K. The vector sk
is further compartmentalized to sk = [s
f+′
k , s
f−′
k , s
g′
k ]
′ where
sf+k , s
f−
k are slack variables for soft power flow constraints, s
g
k
are slack variables for soft transmission line and transformer
rating constraints, and ′ denotes transposition.
We thus consider the following SCOPF formulation:
minimize
x0,s0,xk,sk
c(x0) + c0(s0) +
1
K
∑
k∈K
ck(sk) (1a)
subject to f0(x0) = s
f+
0 − sf−0 (1b)
g0(x0) ≤ sg0 (1c)
fk(xk) = s
f+
k − sf−k , k ∈ K (1d)
gk(xk) ≤ sgk k ∈ K (1e)
hk(x
p,q,v
0 , x
p,q,v,∆
k ) = 0, k ∈ K (1f)
xk ∈ Xk, sk ∈ Sk, k ∈ {0} ∪ K. (1g)
The objective in (1a) comprises piece-wise linear functions
c(·), c0(·), and ck(·) which respectively calculate generator
cost, penalty costs for the base case, and penalty costs for
the contingency cases [13, eqs (1)–(31)]. Constraints (1b)
and (1c) respectively account for soft power balance and
transmission line/transformer rating constraints for the base
case. Constraints (1d) and (1e) respectively account for soft
power balance and transmission line/transformer rating con-
straints during contingencies. Constraint (1f) is the generator
responses to contingencies. The superscripts p,q,v, and ∆ refer
respectively to those indices of the vector that correspond
to generators’ real power, reactive power, voltages and real
power adjustment. Lastly, the sets Xk and Sk are subsets of
the extended real coordinate space in, respectively, Rnxk and
Rnsk . Hence, constraints expressed in (1g) express lower and
upper bounds on primary and slack variables.
Although we do not delve into specifics of every function
in the objective or constraints throughout this manuscript,
it is useful to highlight the challenges in solving (1). The
first challenge is the nonlinearity and nonconvexity of soft
power balance constraints (1b) and (1d). The second is han-
dling generator response constraints (1f) which are nonlinear,
nonconvex, and nondifferentiable. These constraints may be
represented by min/max operators or by a disjunction of linear
constraints. Inputting (1f) into optimization solvers require
introduction of binary variables [13, Sections 3.14 and 3.15].
Last but not least, a third challenge is the size of the prob-
lem. Indeed, this problem is a two-stage stochastic program
where the base and contingency variables comprise the first
and second stage decisions, respectively. As the number of
buses and branches in the networks increases, the number of
contingencies K also inevitably rises. Networks with thou-
sands of buses, branches, and thousands of contingencies are
common in the GO competition datasets [14]. The coupling
introduced in constraint (1f) prevents a straightforward paral-
lelization of the solution methodology rendering the problem
intractable for larger networks.
B. Solution submission procedure
Computed base case primary variables, x∗0, are printed in
solution1.txt and computed contingency primary vari-
ables, x∗k for k ∈ K, are printed in solution2.txt. Slack
variables are not submitted for they are recomputed using
the evaluation procedure [13, Appendix F]. Accordingly, the
algorithm has two main parts: Code 1 and code 2, respectively
outputting solution1.txt and solution2.txt.
C. Evaluation procedure
The performance evaluation criteria used to measure the per-
formance our proposed solutions in described here according
to ARPA-E GO’s evaluation metrics [12]. Prior to elaborating
on the evaluation procedure, an explanation is in order to
construct feasible solutions x˘0 and x˘k for k ∈ K that yield
the worst-case cost for a power grid:
1) Set the variables in indices of x˘0 and x˘k corresponding
to the voltage magnitudes, real and reactive power gener-
ation to the midpoint of their bound constraints described
by the sets Xk for k ∈ {0} ∪ K.
2) For every generator contingency k, re-set those variables
of x˘k corresponding to the real and reactive power outputs
at contingency k to zero.
3) Set the variables in indices of x˘0 and x˘k corresponding to
the voltage angles, controllable shunt susceptances, and
real power generation adjustments to zero.
Based on the form of the constraint (1f) (for instance, [13,
eqs. (85) and (93)]), it is straightforward to see that the worst-
case solution procedure ensures that hk(x˘
p,q,v
0 , x˘
p,q,v,∆
k ) = 0.
Plugging in x˘k in fk(·) and gk(·) yields s˘k. The worst-case
cost (or sometimes referred to as score) is then given by
cslack = c(x˘0) + c0(s˘0) +
1
K
∑
k∈K
ck(s˘k). (2)
We now describe the following evaluation procedure:
1) After the specified amount of time for code 1, read x∗0
from file solution1.txt. If the file does not exist
or any other errors arise (such as incorrect formatting)
declare the worst case score and terminate.
2) After the specified amount of time for code 2, read x∗k
for k ∈ K from file solution2.txt. If the file does
not exist or any other errors arise declare the worst case
score and terminate.
3) After successfully reading x∗0 and x
∗
k for k ∈ K, if
hk(x
p,q,v∗
0 , x
p,q,v,∆∗
k ) 6= 0 for any k ∈ K, or if xk 6∈ Xk
for any k ∈ {0} ∪ K, declare the worst case score and
terminate.
44) If hk(x
p,q,v∗
0 , x
p,q,v,∆∗
k ) = 0 for all k ∈ K and if x∗k ∈ Xk
for all k ∈ {0}∪K, plug in x∗k in fk(.) and gk(.) to yield
s∗k for k ∈ {0} ∪ K. Set the feasible score as
c∗ = c(x∗0) + c0(s
∗
0) +
1
K
∑
k∈K
ck(s
∗
k). (3)
5) Declare network score as cscore = min{c∗, cslack}.
Having reviewed the problem formulation, implementation,
and evaluation procedures, we now discuss our code 1 (rep-
resenting preventative SCOPF) and code 2 (representing cor-
rective SCOPF) solutions.
III. PREVENTATIVE SCOPF (“CODE 1”) SOLUTION
In this section, we present our algorithm for finding a
solution for code 1 in real time, the restriction that code 1 must
produce solution1.txt within ten minutes of wall-clock
time. Our offline algorithm is based on similar principles with
slight improvements. In this section, we discuss several meth-
ods that we used for developing code 1. These solutions are
described next in the three categories of contingency selection,
formulation approximation, and decomposition approaches.
A. Contingency selection
This subsection presents two practical contingency selection
methods. The goal is to trim down the set K with cardinality
K to a set Kˆ with cardinality Kˆ < K so that the SCOPF
problem (1) becomes tractable. The first method is based on
nominal sizes or ratings of generators, transmission lines, and
transformers. The second is based on knowledge of a base case
operating point from the data files–referred to as contingency
selection based on real-time data.
1) Contingency selection based on asset ratings: Contin-
gency selection based on ratings is as follows:
(i) Select an integer Kˆ < K.
(ii) For every contingency k ∈ K that describes the outage of
a generator, let p¯k be this out-of-service generator’s base-
case real power upper bound obtained from X0. The rank
of such a contingency is calculated as
rankk = p¯k (4)
(iii) For every contingency k ∈ K that describes the outage
of a transmission line or transformer, let g¯k be this out-
of-service branch’s base-case maximum apparent power
rating. The rank of such a contingency is calculated as
rankk = g¯k. (5)
(iv) Collect the computed ranks rankk in a vector and use
a descending sort to obtain the vector rank. Output the
set Kˆ ⊂ K that collects indices kˆ ∈ K where rankkˆ is
among the first Kˆ entries of rank.
2) Contingency selection based on real-time computations:
Suppose a previously calculated base case operating point so-
lution is given by x˜0. The algorithm for contingency selection
based on real-time computations is as follows:
(i) Select an integer Kˆ < K.
(ii) For every contingency k ∈ K that describes the outage
of a generator, let p˜k and q˜k be this out-of-service
generator’s real power and reactive power generation
from the given operating point x˜0. The rank of such a
contingency is calculated as
rankk =
√
p˜2k + q˜
2
k. (6)
(iii) For every contingency k ∈ K that describes the outage of
a branch (transmission line or transformer), let p˜k,o and
q˜k,o together with p˜k,d and q˜k,d collect respectively the
real and reactive power flows at the origin and destination
of the corresponding branch computed from x˜0. The rank
of such a contingency is calculated as
rankk = 0.5
√
p˜2k,o + q˜
2
k,o + 0.5
√
p˜2k,d + q˜
2
k,d. (7)
(iv) Collect the computed ranks rankk in a vector and use
a descending sort to obtain the vector rank. Output the
set Kˆ ⊂ K that collects indices kˆ ∈ K where rankkˆ is
among the first Kˆ entries of rank.
B. Approximate Formulations
Building on our contingency selection methods, this section
propose approximate solutions for solving the reduced SCOPF
problem (1) obtained by replacing the reduced set Kˆ for K.
Although the proposed contingency selection methods reduce
the size of contingency set, solving the reduced SCOPF prob-
lem for large-scale network still faces two main difficulties.
These two challenges originate from the nonconvexity of
constraints (1b) and (1d) as well as the nonconvexity and non-
differentiability of function h(·) in constraint (1f). Depending
on various handling of the aformentioned constraints, three
approximations of the reduced problem are given next.
1) NBNC formulation: The NBNC formulation is given as
minimize
x0,s0,xk,sk
c(x0) + c0(s0) +
1
Kˆ
∑
k∈Kˆ
ck(sk) (8a)
subject to f0(x0) = s
f+
0 − sf−0 (8b)
g0(x0) ≤ sg0 (8c)
fk(xk) = s
f+
k − sf−k , k ∈ Kˆ (8d)
gk(xk) ≤ sgk, k ∈ Kˆ (8e)
~k(xp,v0 , x
p,v,∆
k ) = 0, k ∈ Kˆ (8f)
xk ∈ Xk, sk ∈ Sk, k ∈ {0} ∪ Kˆ. (8g)
Here, power balance and branch rating constraints retain
their nonlinear, nonconvex form (NBNC stands for Nonlinear
Base Nonlinear Contingencies). However, constraint (8f) is
introduced where a linear function ~k(·) is used in place of
hk(·) to provide a linear inner approximation of constraint
(1f). The function ~k(·) ignores the dependence of (1f) on
reactive powers. Since all the base case variables x0 of the
original SCOPF problem (1) are present in this formulation,
the solution x∗0 is feasible for the base case and can be output
as solution1.txt. Recall that code 1 is responsible only
for providing a feasible solution for the base case.
52) NBLC formulation: This formulation is presented as
minimize
x0,s0,xˆk,sˆk
c(x0) + c0(s0) +
1
Kˆ
∑
k∈Kˆ
cˆk(sˆk) (9a)
subject to f0(x0) = s
f+
0 − sf−0 (9b)
g0(x0) ≤ sg0 (9c)
fˆk(xˆk) = sˆ
f+
k − sˆf−k , k ∈ Kˆ (9d)
hˆk(x
p
0 , xˆ
p,∆
k ) = 0, k ∈ Kˆ (9e)
x0 ∈ X0, s0 ∈ S0, xˆk ∈ Xˆk, sˆk ∈ Sˆk, k ∈ Kˆ. (9f)
In NBLC (i.e., Nonlinear Base Linear Contingency), the power
balance and branch ratings of the base case retain their original
nonconvex form. For contingencies, power balance constraints
are linearized using similar principles as those given by the DC
power flow formulation; see, e.g. [15] and references therein.
The branch ratings per contingency k are ignored. In the
NBLC formulation, due to the omission of reactive powers
and voltages in the contingencies, the linear function ~k(·)
of (8f) is relaxed to hˆk(·) of (9e) to serve as a linear surrogate
of (1f). Symbols cˆk, sˆk, fˆk, xˆk, Xˆk, and Sˆk are the trimmed
versions of the corresponding symbols per requirements of
the DC approximation. Similar to the NBNC formulation,
since all the base case variables x0 of the original SCOPF
problem (1) are present in (9), the solution x∗0 is feasible for
the base case and may be used for solution1.txt.
3) LBLC formulation: The LBLC formulation is given as
minimize
xˆ0,sˆ0,xˆk,sˆk
cˆ(xˆ0) + cˆ0(sˆ0) +
1
Kˆ
∑
k∈Kˆ
cˆk(sˆk) (10a)
subject to f0(xˆ0) = sˆ
f+
0 − sˆf−0 (10b)
fk(xˆk) = sˆ
f+
k − sˆf−k , k ∈ Kˆ (10c)
hˆk(xˆ
p
0 , xˆ
p,∆
k ) = 0, k ∈ Kˆ (10d)
xˆk ∈ Xk, sˆk ∈ Sˆk, k ∈ {0} ∪ Kˆ. (10e)
In the LBLC (stands for Linear Base Linear Contingency)
formulation, power balance constraints are approximated using
similar principles similar to that of DC power flows. Voltages,
reactive powers, and rating constraints are ignored. Unlike
the NBNC and NBLC formulations, the base case variable
xˆ0 is a subcomponent of the the decision variable x0. To
elaborate, in order to calculate solution1.txt, the reactive
powers, shunt susceptances, and voltage magnitudes remain to
be calculated even after having solved (10). Although setting
these remaining variables to midpoints of their corresponding
regions technically yields a feasible base case solution, it is
desired to achieve a feasible base case point with minimal
slack penalties. Therefore, the following recovery problem is
defined to be solved immediately after solving LBLC:
minimize
x0,s0
‖xp0 − xˆp∗0 ‖2 + c0(s0) (11a)
subject to f0(x0) = s
f+
0 − sf−0 (11b)
g0(x0) ≤ sg0 (11c)
x0 ∈ X0, s0 ∈ S0 (11d)
In (11), xˆp∗0 is the generator real power portion of the optimal
solution to (10). The goal of the recovery problem (11) is
to find a base case solution x∗0 that is close to xˆ
∗
0, the
optimal solution of the LBLC problem (10)—as measured
by the Euclidean distance of their subcomponents that collect
generator real power outputs.
The NBNC, NBLC, and LBLC formulations offer approxi-
mate and more tractable versions of the original problem. The
LBLC formulation can be solved by CPLEX [16]. The NBNC,
NBLC, and recovery formulations can be fed to off-the-bench
nonlinear programming (NLP) solvers such as SNOPT [17]
and IPOPT [18]. Solving these extensive-form formluations
using nonlinear optimization solvers are useful for assessing
the performance of our proposed approximations and indeed
the solutions provided by these have proved useful for smaller-
sized networks. However, for networks with thousands of
buses and contingencies, extensive form approaches may fail
to meet our real-time criteria laid out at the beginning of this
section. We explore Benders decomposition [19] as another
technique to ensure achiving the best solution1.txt
within the time limit of the real-time criteria.
C. Benders decomposition
Benders decomposition is a widely used tool for disassem-
bling the SCOPF problem into a series of base and contingency
subproblems; see, e.g., [20] and [21] for relevant examples.
In what follows, we present modification of the NBNC,
NBLC, and LBLC formulations to make them amenable to
Benders decomposition. Applying the decomposition is then
straightforward using instructions laid out in [22].
1) Reformulating the NBNC problem (8) for decomposition:
Per contingency k ∈ Kˆ, introduce new decision variables yk
with the same dimension as xp,v0 . Remove constraint (8f).
Insert the following constraints:
xp,v0 = yk, k ∈ Kˆ (12a)
~k(yk, xp,v,∆k ) = 0, k ∈ Kˆ, (12b)
rendering a new problem which is amenable to nonlinear
Benders decomposition. The advantage of this technique is
two-folds: (a) the subproblems can now be solved using
Kˆ parallel processes and and (b) at every iteration ` of
the Benders algorithm the incumbent solution x0(`) is a
feasible base case solution which can be periodically output
as solution1.txt. This incumbent solution can serve as
a back-up solution if the algorithm fails to converge in the
specified time-limit.
2) Reformulating the NBLC problem (9) for decomposition:
Per contingency k ∈ Kˆ, introduce new decision variables yk
with the same dimension as xp0 . Remove constraint (9e). Insert
the following constraints:
xp0 = yk, k ∈ Kˆ (13a)
hˆk(yk, xˆ
p,∆
k ) = 0, k ∈ Kˆ. (13b)
Doing so renders a new problem which is again amenable
to nonlinear Benders decomposition and enjoys the same two
advantages iterated previously.
63) Reformulating the LBLC problem (10) for decomposi-
tion: Per contingency k ∈ Kˆ, introduce new decision variables
yk with the same dimension as xˆ
p
0 . Remove constraint (10d).
Insert (13b) and the following constraint:
xˆp0 = yk, k ∈ Kˆ. (14)
An advantage of the LBLC formulation is that since it is an LP,
there are convergence guarantees for Benders. A disadvantage,
however, is that the incumbent optimal solution of the master
problem at iteration `, denoted by xˆ0(`), is not immediately
feasible for the base case. Therefore, per iteration, the recovery
problem (11) must be solved to calculate solution1.txt
as a backup prior to the expiration of the time limit.
IV. CORRECTIVE SCOPF (“CODE 2”) SOLUTION
So far we have discussed approaches for code 1 which
eventually output a base case feasible solution x∗0 to
solution1.txt. The purpose of code 2 is to provide a
solution x∗k for k ∈ K. Notice here that K is the entire
contingency set given by the data files and not the reduced
set discussed in Section III. Ideally, given the obtained base
case feasible solution x∗0 by code 1, code 2 is responsible for
solving the following optimization problem:
minimize
xk,sk
1
K
∑
k∈K
ck(sk) (15a)
subject to fk(xk) = s
f+
k − sf−k , k ∈ K (15b)
gk(xk) ≤ sgk, k ∈ K (15c)
hk(x
p,q,v∗
0 , x
p,q,v,∆
k ) = 0, k ∈ K (15d)
xk ∈ Xk, sk ∈ Sk, k ∈ K. (15e)
Indeed, since x∗0 is known in (15d), code 2 offers a completely
decentralized formulation per k ∈ K. Nevertheless, as iterated
previously, the structure of the nonconvexity of function fk(·)
and the nonconvexity and nondifferentiability of function hk(·)
remain as challenges for code 2. Due to the very stringent
time limits imposed on code 2 by the GO competition (2
seconds average per contingency), we approximate (15) per
contingency k ∈ K:
minimize
xk,sk
ck(sk) (16a)
subject to fk(xk) = s
f+
k − sf−k , (16b)
gk(xk) ≤ sgk, k ∈ K (16c)
~k(xp,v∗0 , x
p,v,∆
k ) = 0, k ∈ K (16d)
xk ∈ Xk, sk ∈ Sk. (16e)
In (16), the difficulty of handling (15d) is replaced by using
its inner approximation (16d). Notice that due to inner approx-
imation, a feasible point of (16d) is readily feasible for (15d).
The latter implies that if (16) is feasible, then the solution per
k ∈ K is feasible for the original code 2 problem (15).
V. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION
This section clarifies how the approaches in Sections III
and IV can be implemented on the multi-node competition
evaluation platform [23]. After reading data files for a specific
test network, the crucial tasks of the submitted algorithms for
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. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="PLk3QUxYiYfMJ48eGrTGu/BpGbY=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM 8avqKXNYiJYhbtYmDJgYxnBfEByhL29TbJk7/bcnRPCkT9hY6GIrX/Hzn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLaNirVjLeYkkp3A2q4FDFvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27 nfeeLaCBU/4DThfkRHsRgKRtFK3UpfhgpNZVAqu1V3AbJOvJyUIUdzUPrqh4qlEY+RSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJZ8V+anhC2YSOeM/SmEbc+Nni3hm5tEpIhkrbipEs1N8TGY2MmUaB7Ywojs2qNxf/ 83opDut+JuIkRR6z5aJhKgkqMn+ehEJzhnJqCWVa2FsJG1NNGdqIijYEb/XlddKuVb3rau2+Vm7U8zgKcA4XcAUe3EAD7qAJLWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj2brh5DNn8AfO5w90Vo+M</latexit >. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="PLk3QUxYiYfMJ48eGrTGu/BpGbY=">AAAB73icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM 8avqKXNYiJYhbtYmDJgYxnBfEByhL29TbJk7/bcnRPCkT9hY6GIrX/Hzn/jJrlCEx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLaNirVjLeYkkp3A2q4FDFvoUDJu4nmNAok7wST27 nfeeLaCBU/4DThfkRHsRgKRtFK3UpfhgpNZVAqu1V3AbJOvJyUIUdzUPrqh4qlEY+RSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJZ8V+anhC2YSOeM/SmEbc+Nni3hm5tEpIhkrbipEs1N8TGY2MmUaB7Ywojs2qNxf/ 83opDut+JuIkRR6z5aJhKgkqMn+ehEJzhnJqCWVa2FsJG1NNGdqIijYEb/XlddKuVb3rau2+Vm7U8zgKcA4XcAUe3EAD7qAJLWAg4Rle4c15dF6cd+dj2brh5DNn8AfO5w90Vo+M</latexit >
k 2 K
<latexit sha1_base64="IgJhbEwUlVgAEmlzDJ2OU3nRAZw=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAFHypX 7V+RXv0stgKnkpSD/ZY8CJ4qWBboQlls922SzebsLsRQqh/xYsHRbz6Q7z5b9y0OWjrwMIw8x5vdoKYM6Ud59sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHR/bxSU9FiSS0SyIeyYcAK8qZoF3NNKcPsaQ4DDjtB7 Pr3O8/UqlYJO51GlM/xBPBxoxgbaShXa3PkMcE8kKspwTz7HZeH9o1p+EsgNaJW5AaFOgM7S9vFJEkpEITjpUauE6s/QxLzQin84qXKBpjMsMTOjBU4JAqP1uEn6Nzo4zQOJLmCY0W6u+NDIdK pWFgJvOMatXLxf+8QaLHLT9jIk40FWR5aJxwpCOUN4FGTFKieWoIJpKZrIhMscREm74qpgR39cvrpNdsuJeN5l2z1m4VdZThFM7gAly4gjbcQAe6QCCFZ3iFN+vJerHerY/laMkqdqrwB9bnD 4GMlAA=</latexit>
k 2 K
<latexit sha1_base64="IgJhbEwUlVgAEmlzDJ2OU3nRAZw=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAFHypX 7V+RXv0stgKnkpSD/ZY8CJ4qWBboQlls922SzebsLsRQqh/xYsHRbz6Q7z5b9y0OWjrwMIw8x5vdoKYM6Ud59sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHR/bxSU9FiSS0SyIeyYcAK8qZoF3NNKcPsaQ4DDjtB7 Pr3O8/UqlYJO51GlM/xBPBxoxgbaShXa3PkMcE8kKspwTz7HZeH9o1p+EsgNaJW5AaFOgM7S9vFJEkpEITjpUauE6s/QxLzQin84qXKBpjMsMTOjBU4JAqP1uEn6Nzo4zQOJLmCY0W6u+NDIdK pWFgJvOMatXLxf+8QaLHLT9jIk40FWR5aJxwpCOUN4FGTFKieWoIJpKZrIhMscREm74qpgR39cvrpNdsuJeN5l2z1m4VdZThFM7gAly4gjbcQAe6QCCFZ3iFN+vJerHerY/laMkqdqrwB9bnD 4GMlAA=</latexit>
Fig. 1. Sequential tasks of code 1 (left) and code 2 (right). Multiple parallel
arrows depict that the data transfer as well the task at the arrows’ destinations
may be performed in parallel.
LP solver
<latexit sha1_base64="de3nFU7J5MyuQmJxARpVZFDwmIo=">AAAB8HicbVC7SgNBFL0bX zG+opY2g0GwCruxMGXAxsIignlIsoTZyWwyZB7LzKwQlnyFjYUitn6OnX/jJNlCEw8MHM45l7n3RAlnxvr+t1fY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbaNSTWiLKK50N8KGciZpyzLLaTfRFIuI0040uZ n7nSeqDVPywU4TGgo8kixmBFsnPd41kVHcBQblil/1F0DrJMhJBXI0B+Wv/lCRVFBpCcfG9AI/sWGGtWWE01mpnxqaYDLBI9pzVGJBTZgtFp6hC6cMUay0e9Kihfp7IsPCmKmIXFJgOzar3lz8 z+ulNq6HGZNJaqkky4/ilCOr0Px6NGSaEsunjmCimdsVkTHWmFjXUcmVEKyevE7atWpwVa3d1yqNel5HEc7gHC4hgGtowC00oQUEBDzDK7x52nvx3r2PZbTg5TOn8Afe5w9xc5Aj</latexit >NLP solver
<latexit sha1_base64="mrTVw8VV42GwZGb2Vvy1Nmbsd3M=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3xW eur6tJNsAiuykxd2GXBjQuRCvaB7VAyaaYNzSRDkhHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GtJ2Fth4IHM45l9x7wkRwYz3vG62tb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjllGppqxJlVC6ExLDBJesabkVrJNoRuJQsHY4vp 757SemDVfywU4SFsRkKHnEKbFOery7bWCjhEv0S2Wv4s2BV4mfkzLkaPRLX72BomnMpKWCGNP1vcQGGdGWU8GmxV5qWELomAxZ11FJYmaCbL7xFJ87ZYAjpd2TFs/V3xMZiY2ZxKFLxsSOzLI3 E//zuqmNakHGZZJaJunioygV2Co8Ox8PuGbUiokjhGrudsV0RDSh1pVUdCX4yyevkla14l9WqvfVcr2W11GAUziDC/DhCupwAw1oAgUJz/AKb8igF/SOPhbRNZTPnMAfoM8fD2yQew==</lat exit>
x⇤0
<latexit sha1_base64="YGOrw7bJYQxpyY6+PheOtgO5Lm4=">AAAB7HicbZC7SgNBFIbPx luMt6iNYDMYBLEIu7EwYBOwsZII2SSQrGF2MpsMmZ1dZmbFsOQRxMZCEVufwCexs/FZnFwKTfxh4OP/z2HOOX7MmdK2/WVllpZXVtey67mNza3tnfzuXl1FiSTUJRGPZNPHinImqKuZ5rQZS4 pDn9OGP7gc5407KhWLRE0PY+qFuCdYwAjWxnLvO/btaSdfsIv2RGgRnBkUKgfX37WPh4tqJ//Z7kYkCanQhGOlWo4day/FUjPC6SjXThSNMRngHm0ZFDikyksnw47QsXG6KIikeUKjifu7I8Wh UsPQN5Uh1n01n43N/7JWooOylzIRJ5oKMv0oSDjSERpvjrpMUqL50AAmkplZEeljiYk298mZIzjzKy9CvVR0zoqlG6dQKcNUWTiEIzgBB86hAldQBRcIMHiEZ3ixhPVkvVpv09KMNevZhz+y3 n8Am1SRhg==</latexit>
solution1.txt
<latexit sha1_base64="1e4f0gpqRoM9ymtTQ/QtfzreafY=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur 1q/oh48eFksgqeS1IM9Frx4rGA/oA1ls920SzebsDuRlpCLf8WLB0W8+jO8+W/ctDlo64OBx3szzMzzY8E1OM63VdrY3NreKe9W9vYPDo/s45OOjhJFWZtGIlI9n2gmuGRt4CBYL1aMhL5gXX 96m/vdR6Y0j+QDzGPmhWQsecApASMN7bMBsBkApDoSSS65NZhBVhnaVafmLIDXiVuQKirQGtpfg1FEk5BJoIJo3XedGLyUKOBUsKwySDSLCZ2SMesbKknItJcuHsjwpVFGOIiUKQl4of6eSEmo 9Tz0TWdIYKJXvVz8z+snEDS8lMs4ASbpclGQCAwRztPAI64YBTE3hFDFza2YTogiFExmeQju6svrpFOvude1+n292mwUcZTRObpAV8hFN6iJ7lALtRFFGXpGr+jNerJerHfrY9lasoqZU/QH1 ucPUKuW0A==</latexit>
xˆp⇤0
<latexit sha1_base64="DZ/4MQxUeTICTbXf1T7jxdQc7rY=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV 62vWAVBN8EiiIuS1IVdFtzoroJ9QBvDZDpph85MwsxELCEbV36CezcuFHHrZ7jzT1w6abvQ1gMXDufcy733+BElUtn2l5FbWFxaXsmvFtbWNza3zO1iU4axQLiBQhqKtg8lpoTjhiKK4nYkMG Q+xS1/eJ75rVssJAn5tRpF2GWwz0lAEFRa8sy97gCq5C717Juky6AaCJZE6UnqmSW7bI9hzRNnSkq1/d3L4uPDd90zP7u9EMUMc4UolLLj2JFyEygUQRSnhW4scQTREPZxR1MOGZZuMn4gtY60 0rOCUOjiyhqrvycSyKQcMV93ZjfKWS8T//M6sQqqbkJ4FCvM0WRREFNLhVaWhtUjAiNFR5pAJIi+1UIDKCBSOrOCDsGZfXmeNCtl57RcuXJKtSqYIA8OwCE4Bg44AzVwAeqgARBIwRN4Aa/Gv fFsvBnvk9acMZ3ZAX9gfPwAVLqZzg==</latexit>
Fig. 2. The solve task for code 1 when the extensive form of the approximate
formulation is passed directly to a solver. For NBNC (8) and NBLC (9)
formulations, the dashed box is ignored and only an NLP solver is required
to calculate solution. For the LBLC formulation (10), an LP solver is
called first to solve for xp
∗
0 . An NLP solver then uses x
p∗
0 to solve the
recovery problem (11) to obtain x∗0 and return solution1.txt.
code 1 and code 2 are shown on the left- and right-hand sides
of Fig. 1, respectively.
To elaborate on Fig. 1, code 1 first reduces the original
contingency set K to the set Kˆ following the methods in
Section III-A. Next, it chooses one of the approximate formu-
lations, namely, NBNC (8), NBLC (9), or LBLC (10). Finally,
code 1 solves the selected approximate formulation either by
passing its extensive form directly to a solver or by using
Benders decomposition of Section III-C. Upon termination,
code 1 returns solution1.txt.
Code 2 first reads solution1.txt and extracts the
base case solution x∗0. Then, it formulates the approximate
correction problems (16) for all contingencies k ∈ K. Upon
solving these correction problems, the solutions x∗k for all
k ∈ K are printed in solution2. The tasks of code 2 may be
parallelized across compute nodes available on the computer
cluster—indicated by multiple parallel arrows in Fig. 1. As
the implementation of code 2 is relatively straightforward, in
what follows, we focus solely on design differences for code
1 based on discussions of Section III-B and III-C.
Figure 2 shows subtasks of the code 1 solve task when the
selected approximate formulation is passed directly to a solver.
Concretely, for the NBNC (8) and NBLC (9) formulations,
only an NLP solver is required to obtain the base case solution
x∗0 and the dashed box is ignored. For the LBLC formula-
tion (10), an LP solver is called to obtain xˆp∗0 prior to calling
an NLP solver for the recovery problem (11) to yield x∗0. These
methods output solution1.txt after the solver terminates.
In contrast to Fig. 2, one iteration of Benders applied to the
NBNC formulation (12) is shown in Fig. 3. In one compute
7. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="uj/lKyUsPQanOe7 lDGCez8ZkGWM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWMF+wFtKJvNpl26y YbdiVBKf4QXD4p49fd489+4aXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpFIYdN1vZ2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJx2jM o0422mpNK9gBouRcLbKFDyXqo5jQPJu8HkLve7T1wboZJHnKbcj+koEZFgFK3UHchQoSkPK1W 35i5A1olXkCoUaA0rX4NQsSzmCTJJjel7bor+jGoUTPJ5eZAZnlI2oSPetzShMTf+bHHunFx aJSSR0rYSJAv198SMxsZM48B2xhTHZtXLxf+8foZRw5+JJM2QJ2y5KMokQUXy30koNGcop5ZQ poW9lbAx1ZShTSgPwVt9eZ106jXvulZ/uKk2G0UcJTiHC7gCD26hCffQgjYwmMAzvMKbkzovz rvzsWzdcIqZM/gD5/MH8QOPRg==</latexit>
. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="uj/lKyUsPQanOe7 lDGCez8ZkGWM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWMF+wFtKJvNpl26y YbdiVBKf4QXD4p49fd489+4aXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpFIYdN1vZ2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJx2jM o0422mpNK9gBouRcLbKFDyXqo5jQPJu8HkLve7T1wboZJHnKbcj+koEZFgFK3UHchQoSkPK1W 35i5A1olXkCoUaA0rX4NQsSzmCTJJjel7bor+jGoUTPJ5eZAZnlI2oSPetzShMTf+bHHunFx aJSSR0rYSJAv198SMxsZM48B2xhTHZtXLxf+8foZRw5+JJM2QJ2y5KMokQUXy30koNGcop5ZQ poW9lbAx1ZShTSgPwVt9eZ106jXvulZ/uKk2G0UcJTiHC7gCD26hCffQgjYwmMAzvMKbkzovz rvzsWzdcIqZM/gD5/MH8QOPRg==</latexit>
NLP solver
<latexit sha1_base64="mrTVw8VV42GwZGb 2Vvy1Nmbsd3M=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3xWeur6tJNsAiuykxd2GXBjQuRCvaB7VAyaaYNz SRDkhHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GtJ2Fth4IHM45l9x7wkRwYz3vG62tb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjll GppqxJlVC6ExLDBJesabkVrJNoRuJQsHY4vp757SemDVfywU4SFsRkKHnEKbFOery7bWCjhEv 0S2Wv4s2BV4mfkzLkaPRLX72BomnMpKWCGNP1vcQGGdGWU8GmxV5qWELomAxZ11FJYmaCbL7 xFJ87ZYAjpd2TFs/V3xMZiY2ZxKFLxsSOzLI3E//zuqmNakHGZZJaJunioygV2Co8Ox8PuGbU iokjhGrudsV0RDSh1pVUdCX4yyevkla14l9WqvfVcr2W11GAUziDC/DhCupwAw1oAgUJz/AKb 8igF/SOPhbRNZTPnMAfoM8fD2yQew==</latexit>
(master problem)
<latexit sha1_base64="gbBFqijUxS5Fusb MQ1mX1vfLJaI=">AAAB+XicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+Jr1dJmIjHBhuxiISWJjSUmAiawIbPDBSbMY zMzS0I2/ImNhcbY+id2/o0DbKHgSSY5Oeee3DsnTjgzNgi+vcLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHzin561jU o1hRZVXOmnmBjgTELLMsvhKdFARMyhE0/uFn5nCtowJR/tLIFIkJFkQ0aJdVLf9yuCGAsaJ1q 5jLju++WgGiyBN0mYkzLK0ez7X72BoqkAaSknxnTDILFRRrRllMO81EsNJIROyAi6jkoiwET Z8vI5vnLKAA+Vdk9avFR/JzIijJmJ2E0KYsdm3VuI/3nd1A7rUcZkklqQdLVomHJsFV7UgAdM A7V85gihmrlbMR0TTajrwpRcCeH6lzdJu1YNb6q1h1q5Uc/rKKILdIkqKES3qIHuURO1EEVT9 Ixe0ZuXeS/eu/exGi14eeYc/YH3+QP53ZMx</latexit>
(subproblem)
<latexit sha1_base64="3w0zYs36bxQ8x8k I4vgTX1XUeCo=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSDEJuzGwpQBG8sI5gHJEmYns8mQe TEPISz5DRsLRWz9GTv/xkmyhSYeGDiccy73zkkUo8aG4XdQ2Nre2d0r7pcODo+OT8qnZx0jnc akjSWTupcgQxgVpG2pZaSnNEE8YaSbTO8WfveJaEOleLQzRWKOxoKmFCPrpUHVuERp6dP8eli uhLVwCbhJopxUQI7WsPw1GEnsOBEWM2RMPwqVjTOkLcWMzEsDZ4hCeIrGpO+pQJyYOFvePId XXhnBVGr/hIVL9fdEhrgxM574JEd2Yta9hfif13c2bcQZFcpZIvBqUeoYtBIuCoAjqgm2bOYJ wpr6WyGeII2w9TWVfAnR+pc3Sadei25q9Yd6pdnI6yiCC3AJqiACt6AJ7kELtAEGCjyDV/AWu OAleA8+VtFCkM+cgz8IPn8AwjSRdg==</latexit>
solution1.txt
<latexit sha1_base64="mPUQn+6pHLyPyTh ndH02XOSmN/w=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVPDiZbEInkJSD/ZY8OKxgv2ANpTNdtMu3 WTD7kRaYg/+FS8eFPHq3/Dmv3HT5qCtDwYe780wMy9IBNfgut/W2vrG5tZ2aae8u7d/cGgfHb e0TBVlTSqFVJ2AaCZ4zJrAQbBOohiJAsHawfgm99sPTGku43uYJsyPyDDmIacEjNS3T3vAJgC QaSnSXPIcmMCsb1dcx50DrxKvIBVUoNG3v3oDSdOIxUAF0brruQn4GVHAqWCzci/VLCF0TIa sa2hMIqb9bH7/DF8YZYBDqUzFgOfq74mMRFpPo8B0RgRGetnLxf+8bgphzc94nKTAYrpYFKYC g8R5GHjAFaMgpoYQqri5FdMRUYSCiaxsQvCWX14lrarjXTnVu2qlXiviKKEzdI4ukYeuUR3do gZqIooe0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsfi9Y1q5g5QX9gff4AExmWvA==</latexit>
k 2 Kˆ
<latexit sha1_base64="MdVeYMZ6J7keEfh AfekO/eZto50=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8bXqoWFzWAQrMJuLAxYGLARbCKYB2RDmJ1Mk iGzs8vMrBCWBfFXbCwUsfUH7O38BxEbeyePQhMPXDiccy/33uNHnCntOO/W3PzC4tJyZiW7ur a+sWlvbVdVGEtCKyTkoaz7WFHOBK1opjmtR5LiwOe05vfPhn7tmkrFQnGlBxFtBrgrWIcRrI3 Usnf7yGMCeT2sEy/AukcwTy7StGXnnLwzApol7oTkTr8+vz9uXk/KLfvNa4ckDqjQhGOlGq4 T6WaCpWaE0zTrxYpGmPRxlzYMFTigqpmMHkjRgVHaqBNKU0Kjkfp7IsGBUoPAN53DG9W0NxT/ 8xqx7hSbCRNRrKkg40WdmCMdomEaqM0kJZoPDMFEMnMrIj0sMdEms6wJwZ1+eZZUC3n3KF+4d HOlIoyRgT3Yh0Nw4RhKcA5lqACBFO7gAR6tW+veerKex61z1mRmB/7AevkBGLab8A==</lat exit>
NLP solver
<latexit sha1_base64="mrTVw8VV42GwZGb 2Vvy1Nmbsd3M=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3xWeur6tJNsAiuykxd2GXBjQuRCvaB7VAyaaYNz SRDkhHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GtJ2Fth4IHM45l9x7wkRwYz3vG62tb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjll GppqxJlVC6ExLDBJesabkVrJNoRuJQsHY4vp757SemDVfywU4SFsRkKHnEKbFOery7bWCjhEv 0S2Wv4s2BV4mfkzLkaPRLX72BomnMpKWCGNP1vcQGGdGWU8GmxV5qWELomAxZ11FJYmaCbL7 xFJ87ZYAjpd2TFs/V3xMZiY2ZxKFLxsSOzLI3E//zuqmNakHGZZJaJunioygV2Co8Ox8PuGbU iokjhGrudsV0RDSh1pVUdCX4yyevkla14l9WqvfVcr2W11GAUziDC/DhCupwAw1oAgUJz/AKb 8igF/SOPhbRNZTPnMAfoM8fD2yQew==</latexit>
x⇤0(`)
<latexit sha1_base64="pZGhMOyQeWeyjTA 9kq8hmYs2Xho=">AAAB8nicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y2Jt6iNYLMYhGgRdmNhyqCNZQRzgc0aZicny ZDZmWVmVoxLwJewsVDE1spHsRN8GCeXQhN/GPj4/3OYc04QMaq043xZqaXlldW1dCa7vrG5tZ 3b2a0rEUsCNSKYkM0AK2CUQ01TzaAZScBhwKARDC7GeeMWpKKCX+thBH6Ie5x2KcHaWN5d27k 5KbSAseN2Lu8UnYnsRXBnkK/s339nHj7Oq+3cZ6sjSBwC14RhpTzXibSfYKkpYTDKtmIFESY D3APPIMchKD+ZjDyyj4zTsbtCmse1PXF/dyQ4VGoYBqYyxLqv5rOx+V/mxbpb9hPKo1gDJ9OP ujGztbDH+9sdKoFoNjSAiaRmVpv0scREmytlzRHc+ZUXoV4quqfF0pWbr5TRVGl0gA5RAbnoD FXQJaqiGiJIoEf0jF4sbT1Zr9bbtDRlzXr20B9Z7z829pOD</latexit>
Benders cut
<latexit sha1_base6 4="hmhGE2tS5AlWbKZnhGy0o7/iFY8=">AAA B8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkk92GP Ri8cK9gPaUDabTbt0swm7E6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6Lrfzsbm1vbO bmmvvH9weHRcOTntmCTTjLdZIhPdC6jhUije RoGS91LNaRxI3g0md3O/+8S1EYl6xGnK/ZiOl IgEo2il/i1XoXUJy3BYqbo1dwGyTryCVKFAa 1j5GoQJy2KukElqTN9zU/RzqlEwyWflQWZ4S tmEjnjfUkVjbvx8cfKMXFolJFGibSkkC/X3RE 5jY6ZxYDtjimOz6s3F/7x+hlHDz4VKM+SKLR dFmSSYkPn/JBSaM5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytDmUL YheKsvr5NOveZd1+oP9WqzUcRRgnO4gCvw4Aa acA8taAODBJ7hFd4cdF6cd+dj2brhFDNn8Af O5w8LR5EP</latexit>
xp,v⇤0 (`)
<latexit sha1_base6 4="Rf5DgUTIz+EL3Y+OBoqdT1uRqoA=">AAA CC3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLVZXugktQhUpSV3 YZcGN7irYCzQxTKaTdujkwsykWEL23bj3Kdy4 UMStL+DON3HppK2grT8MfPznHOac3wkp4ULX P5XM0vLK6lp2PbexubW9o+7mmzyIGMINFNCA tR3IMSU+bggiKG6HDEPPobjlDC7SemuIGSeBf yNGIbY82POJSxAU0rLVwp2t38amB0WfeXGYn P7gMDlJSiam9NhWi3pZn0hbBGMGxdrB/lX+Y fxVt9UPsxugyMO+QBRy3jH0UFgxZIIgipOcGX EcQjSAPdyR6EMPcyue3JJoR9Lpam7A5POFNn F/T8TQ43zkObIz3ZTP11Lzv1onEm7ViokfRg L7aPqRG1FNBFoajNYlDCNBRxIgYkTuqqE+ZBA JGV9OhmDMn7wIzUrZOCtXro1irQqmyoJDUAA lYIBzUAOXoA4aAIExeATP4EW5V56UV+Vt2pp RZjN74I+U9286P54U</latexit>
Fig. 3. Iteration ` of the Benders decomposition applied to NBNC. Parallel
arrows indicate that the data transfer and the tasks at the arrows’ destination
are conducted in parallel. Here, solution1.txt is derived every iteration.
. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="uj/lKyUsPQanOe7 lDGCez8ZkGWM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWMF+wFtKJvNpl26y YbdiVBKf4QXD4p49fd489+4aXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpFIYdN1vZ2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJx2jM o0422mpNK9gBouRcLbKFDyXqo5jQPJu8HkLve7T1wboZJHnKbcj+koEZFgFK3UHchQoSkPK1W 35i5A1olXkCoUaA0rX4NQsSzmCTJJjel7bor+jGoUTPJ5eZAZnlI2oSPetzShMTf+bHHunFx aJSSR0rYSJAv198SMxsZM48B2xhTHZtXLxf+8foZRw5+JJM2QJ2y5KMokQUXy30koNGcop5ZQ poW9lbAx1ZShTSgPwVt9eZ106jXvulZ/uKk2G0UcJTiHC7gCD26hCffQgjYwmMAzvMKbkzovz rvzsWzdcIqZM/gD5/MH8QOPRg==</latexit>
. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="uj/lKyUsPQanOe7 lDGCez8ZkGWM=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7LHgxWMF+wFtKJvNpl26y YbdiVBKf4QXD4p49fd489+4aXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpFIYdN1vZ2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJx2jM o0422mpNK9gBouRcLbKFDyXqo5jQPJu8HkLve7T1wboZJHnKbcj+koEZFgFK3UHchQoSkPK1W 35i5A1olXkCoUaA0rX4NQsSzmCTJJjel7bor+jGoUTPJ5eZAZnlI2oSPetzShMTf+bHHunFx aJSSR0rYSJAv198SMxsZM48B2xhTHZtXLxf+8foZRw5+JJM2QJ2y5KMokQUXy30koNGcop5ZQ poW9lbAx1ZShTSgPwVt9eZ106jXvulZ/uKk2G0UcJTiHC7gCD26hCffQgjYwmMAzvMKbkzovz rvzsWzdcIqZM/gD5/MH8QOPRg==</latexit>
(master problem)
<latexit sha1_base64="gbBFqijUxS5Fusb MQ1mX1vfLJaI=">AAAB+XicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+Jr1dJmIjHBhuxiISWJjSUmAiawIbPDBSbMY zMzS0I2/ImNhcbY+id2/o0DbKHgSSY5Oeee3DsnTjgzNgi+vcLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHzin561jU o1hRZVXOmnmBjgTELLMsvhKdFARMyhE0/uFn5nCtowJR/tLIFIkJFkQ0aJdVLf9yuCGAsaJ1q 5jLju++WgGiyBN0mYkzLK0ez7X72BoqkAaSknxnTDILFRRrRllMO81EsNJIROyAi6jkoiwET Z8vI5vnLKAA+Vdk9avFR/JzIijJmJ2E0KYsdm3VuI/3nd1A7rUcZkklqQdLVomHJsFV7UgAdM A7V85gihmrlbMR0TTajrwpRcCeH6lzdJu1YNb6q1h1q5Uc/rKKILdIkqKES3qIHuURO1EEVT9 Ixe0ZuXeS/eu/exGi14eeYc/YH3+QP53ZMx</latexit>
(subproblem)
<latexit sha1_base64="3w0zYs36bxQ8x8k I4vgTX1XUeCo=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSDEJuzGwpQBG8sI5gHJEmYns8mQe TEPISz5DRsLRWz9GTv/xkmyhSYeGDiccy73zkkUo8aG4XdQ2Nre2d0r7pcODo+OT8qnZx0jnc akjSWTupcgQxgVpG2pZaSnNEE8YaSbTO8WfveJaEOleLQzRWKOxoKmFCPrpUHVuERp6dP8eli uhLVwCbhJopxUQI7WsPw1GEnsOBEWM2RMPwqVjTOkLcWMzEsDZ4hCeIrGpO+pQJyYOFvePId XXhnBVGr/hIVL9fdEhrgxM574JEd2Yta9hfif13c2bcQZFcpZIvBqUeoYtBIuCoAjqgm2bOYJ wpr6WyGeII2w9TWVfAnR+pc3Sadei25q9Yd6pdnI6yiCC3AJqiACt6AJ7kELtAEGCjyDV/AWu OAleA8+VtFCkM+cgz8IPn8AwjSRdg==</latexit>
solution1.txt
<latexit sha1_base64="mPUQn+6pHLyPyTh ndH02XOSmN/w=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVPDiZbEInkJSD/ZY8OKxgv2ANpTNdtMu3 WTD7kRaYg/+FS8eFPHq3/Dmv3HT5qCtDwYe780wMy9IBNfgut/W2vrG5tZ2aae8u7d/cGgfHb e0TBVlTSqFVJ2AaCZ4zJrAQbBOohiJAsHawfgm99sPTGku43uYJsyPyDDmIacEjNS3T3vAJgC QaSnSXPIcmMCsb1dcx50DrxKvIBVUoNG3v3oDSdOIxUAF0brruQn4GVHAqWCzci/VLCF0TIa sa2hMIqb9bH7/DF8YZYBDqUzFgOfq74mMRFpPo8B0RgRGetnLxf+8bgphzc94nKTAYrpYFKYC g8R5GHjAFaMgpoYQqri5FdMRUYSCiaxsQvCWX14lrarjXTnVu2qlXiviKKEzdI4ukYeuUR3do gZqIooe0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsfi9Y1q5g5QX9gff4AExmWvA==</latexit>
k 2 Kˆ
<latexit sha1_base64="MdVeYMZ6J7keEfh AfekO/eZto50=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8bXqoWFzWAQrMJuLAxYGLARbCKYB2RDmJ1Mk iGzs8vMrBCWBfFXbCwUsfUH7O38BxEbeyePQhMPXDiccy/33uNHnCntOO/W3PzC4tJyZiW7ur a+sWlvbVdVGEtCKyTkoaz7WFHOBK1opjmtR5LiwOe05vfPhn7tmkrFQnGlBxFtBrgrWIcRrI3 Usnf7yGMCeT2sEy/AukcwTy7StGXnnLwzApol7oTkTr8+vz9uXk/KLfvNa4ckDqjQhGOlGq4 T6WaCpWaE0zTrxYpGmPRxlzYMFTigqpmMHkjRgVHaqBNKU0Kjkfp7IsGBUoPAN53DG9W0NxT/ 8xqx7hSbCRNRrKkg40WdmCMdomEaqM0kJZoPDMFEMnMrIj0sMdEms6wJwZ1+eZZUC3n3KF+4d HOlIoyRgT3Yh0Nw4RhKcA5lqACBFO7gAR6tW+veerKex61z1mRmB/7AevkBGLab8A==</lat exit>
LP solver
<latexit sha1_base64="de3nFU7J5MyuQmJ xARpVZFDwmIo=">AAAB8HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCruxMGXAxsIignlIsoTZyWwyZ B7LzKwQlnyFjYUitn6OnX/jJNlCEw8MHM45l7n3RAlnxvr+t1fY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6Pyscnba NSTWiLKK50N8KGciZpyzLLaTfRFIuI0040uZn7nSeqDVPywU4TGgo8kixmBFsnPd41kVHcBQb lil/1F0DrJMhJBXI0B+Wv/lCRVFBpCcfG9AI/sWGGtWWE01mpnxqaYDLBI9pzVGJBTZgtFp6 hC6cMUay0e9Kihfp7IsPCmKmIXFJgOzar3lz8z+ulNq6HGZNJaqkky4/ilCOr0Px6NGSaEsun jmCimdsVkTHWmFjXUcmVEKyevE7atWpwVa3d1yqNel5HEc7gHC4hgGtowC00oQUEBDzDK7x52 nvx3r2PZbTg5TOn8Afe5w9xc5Aj</latexit>
LP solver
<latexit sha1_base64="de3nFU7J5MyuQmJ xARpVZFDwmIo=">AAAB8HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCruxMGXAxsIignlIsoTZyWwyZ B7LzKwQlnyFjYUitn6OnX/jJNlCEw8MHM45l7n3RAlnxvr+t1fY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6Pyscnba NSTWiLKK50N8KGciZpyzLLaTfRFIuI0040uZn7nSeqDVPywU4TGgo8kixmBFsnPd41kVHcBQb lil/1F0DrJMhJBXI0B+Wv/lCRVFBpCcfG9AI/sWGGtWWE01mpnxqaYDLBI9pzVGJBTZgtFp6 hC6cMUay0e9Kihfp7IsPCmKmIXFJgOzar3lz8z+ulNq6HGZNJaqkky4/ilCOr0Px6NGSaEsun jmCimdsVkTHWmFjXUcmVEKyevE7atWpwVa3d1yqNel5HEc7gHC4hgGtowC00oQUEBDzDK7x52 nvx3r2PZbTg5TOn8Afe5w9xc5Aj</latexit>
NLP solver
<latexit sha1_base64="mrTVw8VV42GwZGb 2Vvy1Nmbsd3M=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3xWeur6tJNsAiuykxd2GXBjQuRCvaB7VAyaaYNz SRDkhHK0L9w40IRt/6NO//GtJ2Fth4IHM45l9x7wkRwYz3vG62tb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjll GppqxJlVC6ExLDBJesabkVrJNoRuJQsHY4vp757SemDVfywU4SFsRkKHnEKbFOery7bWCjhEv 0S2Wv4s2BV4mfkzLkaPRLX72BomnMpKWCGNP1vcQGGdGWU8GmxV5qWELomAxZ11FJYmaCbL7 xFJ87ZYAjpd2TFs/V3xMZiY2ZxKFLxsSOzLI3E//zuqmNakHGZZJaJunioygV2Co8Ox8PuGbU iokjhGrudsV0RDSh1pVUdCX4yyevkla14l9WqvfVcr2W11GAUziDC/DhCupwAw1oAgUJz/AKb 8igF/SOPhbRNZTPnMAfoM8fD2yQew==</latexit>
(recovery problem)
<latexit sha1_base64="ECUiHtkkBRCsKlP 7KM0p0kJO9Ho=">AAAB+3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8TXiEs3jcQEN2QGF7IkceMSE3kkMCGdUqChn U7ajnEy4VfcuNAYt/6IO//GArNQ8CRNTs45N733hDFn2njet1PY2t7Z3Svulw4Oj45P3NNyR8 tEEdomkkvVC7GmnEW0bZjhtBcrikXIaTec3S787iNVmsnowaQxDQSeRGzMCDZWGrrlqqJE2kS KYiXtlLgauhWv5i2BNomfkwrkaA3dr8FIkkTQyBCOte77XmyCDCvDCKfz0iDRNMZkhie0b2m EBdVBttx9ji6tMkJjqeyLDFqqvycyLLRORWiTApupXvcW4n9ePzHjRpCxKE4Mjcjqo3HCkZFo UQQaMXu54aklmChmd0VkihUmxtZVsiX46ydvkk695l/X6vf1SrOR11GEc7iAKvhwA024gxa0g cATPMMrvDlz58V5dz5W0YKTz5zBHzifP6oQlCg=</latexit>
xˆp⇤0 (`)
<latexit sha1_base64="xkBQu8NuozB5OmZ KCXYv/qCZSU8=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVqytFGCxCdVGSurDLghvdVbAPaGKYTCft0 MmDmYlYQlZu+gn+ghsXirj1G9z5Jy6dtF1o64ELh3Pu5d573IhRIQ3jS1tYXFpeWc2t5dc3Nr e29Z1CU4Qxx6SBQxbytosEYTQgDUklI+2IE+S7jLTcwUXmt+4IFzQMbuQwIraPegH1KEZSSY5 +aPWRTO5Tx7hNLB/JPveTKD1NSxZh7MTRi0bZGAPOE3NKirX9vavC4+i77uifVjfEsU8CiRk SomMakbQTxCXFjKR5KxYkQniAeqSjaIB8Iuxk/EYKj5XShV7IVQUSjtXfEwnyhRj6rurMLhWz Xib+53Vi6VXthAZRLEmAJ4u8mEEZwiwT2KWcYMmGiiDMqboV4j7iCEuVXF6FYM6+PE+albJ5V q5cm8VaFUyQAwfgCJSACc5BDVyCOmgADB7AE3gBr9pIe9betPdJ64I2ndkFf6B9/ABX35v0< /latexit>
x⇤0(`)
<latexit sha1_base64="pZGhMOyQeWeyjTA 9kq8hmYs2Xho=">AAAB8nicbZC7SgNBFIZn4y2Jt6iNYLMYhGgRdmNhyqCNZQRzgc0aZicny ZDZmWVmVoxLwJewsVDE1spHsRN8GCeXQhN/GPj4/3OYc04QMaq043xZqaXlldW1dCa7vrG5tZ 3b2a0rEUsCNSKYkM0AK2CUQ01TzaAZScBhwKARDC7GeeMWpKKCX+thBH6Ie5x2KcHaWN5d27k 5KbSAseN2Lu8UnYnsRXBnkK/s339nHj7Oq+3cZ6sjSBwC14RhpTzXibSfYKkpYTDKtmIFESY D3APPIMchKD+ZjDyyj4zTsbtCmse1PXF/dyQ4VGoYBqYyxLqv5rOx+V/mxbpb9hPKo1gDJ9OP ujGztbDH+9sdKoFoNjSAiaRmVpv0scREmytlzRHc+ZUXoV4quqfF0pWbr5TRVGl0gA5RAbnoD FXQJaqiGiJIoEf0jF4sbT1Zr9bbtDRlzXr20B9Z7z829pOD</latexit>
xˆp⇤0 (`)
<latexit sha1_base6 4="xkBQu8NuozB5OmZKCXYv/qCZSU8=">AAA CBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVqytFGCxCdVGSurD LghvdVbAPaGKYTCft0MmDmYlYQlZu+gn+ghsX irj1G9z5Jy6dtF1o64ELh3Pu5d573IhRIQ3j S1tYXFpeWc2t5dc3Nre29Z1CU4Qxx6SBQxby tosEYTQgDUklI+2IE+S7jLTcwUXmt+4IFzQMb uQwIraPegH1KEZSSY5+aPWRTO5Tx7hNLB/JP veTKD1NSxZh7MTRi0bZGAPOE3NKirX9vavC4 +i77uifVjfEsU8CiRkSomMakbQTxCXFjKR5Kx YkQniAeqSjaIB8Iuxk/EYKj5XShV7IVQUSjt XfEwnyhRj6rurMLhWzXib+53Vi6VXthAZRLE mAJ4u8mEEZwiwT2KWcYMmGiiDMqboV4j7iCEu VXF6FYM6+PE+albJ5Vq5cm8VaFUyQAwfgCJS ACc5BDVyCOmgADB7AE3gBr9pIe9betPdJ64I 2ndkFf6B9/ABX35v0</latexit>
Benders cut
<latexit sha1_base6 4="hmhGE2tS5AlWbKZnhGy0o7/iFY8=">AAA B8nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkk92GP Ri8cK9gPaUDabTbt0swm7E6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x 5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6Lrfzsbm1vbO bmmvvH9weHRcOTntmCTTjLdZIhPdC6jhUije RoGS91LNaRxI3g0md3O/+8S1EYl6xGnK/ZiOl IgEo2il/i1XoXUJy3BYqbo1dwGyTryCVKFAa 1j5GoQJy2KukElqTN9zU/RzqlEwyWflQWZ4S tmEjnjfUkVjbvx8cfKMXFolJFGibSkkC/X3RE 5jY6ZxYDtjimOz6s3F/7x+hlHDz4VKM+SKLR dFmSSYkPn/JBSaM5RTSyjTwt5K2JhqytDmUL YheKsvr5NOveZd1+oP9WqzUcRRgnO4gCvw4Aa acA8taAODBJ7hFd4cdF6cd+dj2brhFDNn8Af O5w8LR5EP</latexit>
Fig. 4. Design of iteration ` of the Benders decomposition applied to
LBLC. This method is different than applying Benders on NBNC and NBLC
formulations in that it requires solving the recovery problem (11) in parallel
with the contingency subproblems for k ∈ Kˆ.
node, at iteration ` the master problem is solved first using
an NLP solver to obtain the solution x∗0(`). This compute
node writes x∗0(`) to solution1.txt and communicates
its entries xp,v∗0 (`) according to (12a) to other compute nodes
where subproblems pertaining to specific contingencies k ∈ Kˆ
are solved in parallel. Necessary information to form Benders
cuts are passed back to the compute node containing the master
problem. Notice a major difference between Fig. 2 and Fig. 3
is that in the latter solution1.txt is written after every
iteration. Thus, even if the algorithm does not converge, a
feasible base case solution is still available. Applying Benders
to NBLC has the same configuration except that subproblems
are LPs and are solved faster than their nonlinear counterparts.
One iteration of Benders decomposition method applied to
LBLC is depicted in Fig. 4. This design is different than
applying Benders to NBNC and NBLC because the LBLC
(10) is reliant on solving the recovery problem (11) to ensure
a feasible base case solution x∗0. Therefore, at every iteration
` of the Benders algorithm, the optimal solution of the master
problem xˆp∗0 (`) is not only passed to compute nodes that solve
the LP subproblems, but it is also sent to a designated compute
node that solves the recovery problem (11).
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
The three NBNC, NBLC, and LBLC formulations, their
respective Benders decompositions, together with the two
contingency selection methods based on size and real-time
implementation result in twelve distinct methodologies for
solving the SCOPF problem (1). In this section, we apply these
twelve methods and compare their scores against one another.
For demonstration purposes two test networks have been
selected from ARPA-E GO data-sets [14]. The first is scenario
1 of Network_03R-10 which is a small network with 793
buses, 912 branches, and 91 contingencies. The second is
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Fig. 5. Results on a small network with 793 buses, 912 branches and 91
contingencies. All twelve heuristics achieve a relatively “good” score that is
much smaller than cslack.
scenario 1 of Network_07R-10 which is a larger network
with 2312 buses, 3013 branches, and 990 contingencies.
For each of the twelve methods, we select Kˆ = 5. Code
1 and code 2 are set up based on the schematic in Fig. 1
and code 2 uses 144 processors. Upon termination of code 1
and code 2, an evaluation algorithm analogous to Section II-C
is run. The calculated scores for the smaller network are
shown using a bar graph in Fig. 5. The x-axis represents the
approximate formulation and the y-axis measures the scores.
The legends help distinguish between the size or real-time
contingency selection methods and the application of Benders
decomposition. Figure 5 indicates that for small networks,
all twelve methods achieve similar scores that are much
lower than cslack. The best solution among the twelve turns
out to be using real-time contingency selection and Benders
decomposition on the NBLC formulation, yielding a score of
approximately 22380.433.
The calculated scores for the larger network are depicted
in Fig. 6. On this larger network, code 1 from extensive
formulations of NBNC times out and thus outputs the worst-
case base feasible solution. Code 2 run on the worst-case base
feasible solution does not finish in time also and violates the
average 2 seconds per contingency time limit. Therefore, their
corresponding scores are set to cslack which exceed the y-axis
in Fig. 6. The remaining methods achieve much lower scores
than cslack. For this network, the best score is 67158.175 and it
comes from contingency selection based on size and applying
Benders decompostion to the NBNC formulation.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents computationally efficient solutions for
solving comprehensive industry-based SCOPF formulation,
which was thoroughly tested and performed well on a suite
of both synthetic and actual industry networks. We proposed
and compared twelve solution approaches to solve this mixed
integer nonconvex stochastic problem and find the best feasible
solution for large-scale systems in near real-time (under ten
minutes). Our proposed techniques are categorized in three
groups contingency selection, formulation approximation, and
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Fig. 6. Results on a larger network with 2312 buses, 3013 branches and 990
contingencies. The extensive forms of the NBNC formulation time out and
produce the worst-case solution. The remaining heuristics obtain a “good”
score that is much smaller than cslack.
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Fig. 7. Average time per contingency on a small network.
decompositions. Future work includes extending our frame-
work to include discrete transformer tap settings, switchable
shunts, phase shifting transformers, price-responsive demand,
generator ramp rates and transmission switching.
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